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(54) LOCKING DEVICE

(57) Disclosed herein is a locking device, in which a
larger force is required only when a vertical moving block
protruding from a lower surface of a locking hook is
moved up and down while being in line contact with a
vertical-movement support block, thus allowing the lock-
ing device to be easily used with a smaller force com-
pared to the prior art. Further, the tilting guide is restored
by a restoring force of a restoring member, so that no
frictional force is generated between the tilting guide and
the housing, thus preventing a noise from being gener-
ated and allowing for a smooth operation, thereby ensur-
ing the ease of use.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates, in general, to
locking devices and, more particularly, to a locking device
of a casing and a cover, intended to safely store and
convey expensive goods such as sound equipment.

Background Art

[0002] Generally, expensive goods such as sound
equipment are put into a casing and then are covered
with a cover. Thereafter, the casing and the cover are
locked by a locking device. In such a locked state, it is
possible to safely store and convey the expensive goods.
[0003] The locking device of the casing and the cover
was disclosed in Europe Patent No. 1,840,307, which
pertains to a locking device for a transport box.
[0004] According to the previously registered patent,
in the state where a shell is secured to each of the casing
and the cover, as a handle rotates forwards, a tilting guide
and a locking hook are moved forwards, and simultane-
ously, a cam moves up along a curved surface, so that
they maintain an inclined state by a protruding height of
the curved surface.
[0005] In this case, the tilting guide is pressed by a lead
spring that is secured to a housing, so that the removal
of the tilting guide is prevented.
[0006] Further, after the contact of side ends of respec-
tive shells, as the handle rotates backwards, the cam
moves down along the curved surface, so that the tilting
guide and the locking hook are moved downwards, and
simultaneously, the locking hook is moved rearwards
while being coupled to a space of the locking housing.
Thereby, the locking hook is caught by the space to be
locked thereto, thus maintaining a locked state of the
casing and the cover.
[0007] In the previously registered patent, the lead
spring pressing an end of the tilting guide downwards is
secured to the housing with a rivet. However, this is prob-
lematic in that a working process of securing the lead
spring to the housing with the rivet is complicated, and
in addition, a frictional force between the tilting guide and
the lead spring is excessively generated when the handle
is rotated in the state where a front end of the lead spring
comes into close contact with the tilting guide, so that the
rotation of the handle and the forward and rearward
movement of the locking hook are not smoothly per-
formed, thus causing inconvenience.
[0008] Further, it is problematic in that the handle
should be rotated 180 degrees or more to allow the cam
to be moved up and down along the curved surface, so
that a larger force is required, and thereby it is inconven-
ient to use and friction noise and abrasion may undesir-
ably occur due to a point contact between the cam and
the curved surface.
[0009] Furthermore, the curved surface is formed to

protrude from the shell in a conical shape. However, it is
problematic in that a working process for precisely form-
ing the curved surface is difficult, causes defective form-
ing, and increases manufacturing cost due to a waste of
raw materials resulting from the defective forming.

Disclosure

Technical Problem

[0010] Accordingly, the present invention has been
made keeping in mind the above problems occurring in
the prior art, and an object of the present invention is to
provide a locking device, in which a tilting guide is rotat-
ably coupled to a housing and is restored by a restoring
force of a restoring member, so that no frictional force is
generated between the tilting guide and the housing, thus
enabling a rotation of a handle and a forward and rear-
ward movement of a locking hook to be smoothly per-
formed and thereby ensuring the ease of use.
[0011] Another object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a locking device, in which, when a locking hook is
moved by a rotation of a handle, a larger force is required
only when a vertical moving block protruding from a lower
surface of a locking hook is moved up and down while
being in line contact with a vertical-movement support
block protruding from a shell, thus allowing the locking
device to be easily used with a smaller force compared
to the prior art wherein a handle is rotated to move a cam
up and down along a curved surface.
[0012] A further object of the present invention is to
provide a locking device, in which a vertical moving block
protruding from a lower surface of a locking hook is in
line contact with a vertical-movement support block pro-
truding from a shell, so that a working process of forming
the vertical-movement support block is simplified, and
work efficiency is improved, as a result of which produc-
tivity is increased and manufacturing cost is reduced, so
that the locking device of this invention is economical.

Technical Solution

[0013] In order to accomplish the above objects, the
present invention provides a locking device, including:

a pair of shells having flanges that are in surface
contact with a casing and a cover, any one of the
shells being provided with a locking housing through
which a catch hole is formed, a remaining one of the
shells being provided with a vertical-movement sup-
port block to guide a vertical movement of a locking
hook by rotation of a handle;
a housing secured to the shell having the vertical-
movement support block to guide an operation of a
tilting guide;
the tilting guide resiliently provided in the housing
via a wire spring to guide a movement of the locking
hook;
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the locking hook caught by the catch hole of the lock-
ing housing to set a locking state or removed from
the catch hole to release the set locking state, while
the locking hook is moved along the tilting guide by
a forward or backward rotation of the handle;
the handle rotatably provided on the tilting guide to
move the locking hook forwards or rearwards;
a vertical moving block protruding from a lower sur-
face of the locking hook, the vertical moving block
being guided along the vertical-movement support
block to be in line contact therewith, thus moving up
the locking hook that is moved forwards when the
handle rotates forwards; and
a restoring part connected to the tilting guide and the
housing to move down the locking hook and the tilting
guide that are moved up while the vertical moving
block is in line contact with the vertical-movement
support block, thus restoring the locking hook and
the tilting guide to original positions thereof.

Advantageous Effects

[0014] According to the present invention, the locking
device is advantageous in that the tilting guide is rotatably
coupled to the housing and is restored by the restoring
force of the restoring member, so that no frictional force
is generated between the tilting guide and the housing,
thus enabling the rotation of the handle and the forward
and rearward movement of the locking hook to be
smoothly performed and thereby ensuring the ease of
use.
[0015] Further, according to the present invention, the
locking device is advantageous in that, when the locking
hook is moved by the rotation of the handle, a larger force
is required only when the vertical moving block protruding
from the lower surface of the locking hook is moved up
and down while being in line contact with the vertical-
movement support block protruding from the shell, thus
allowing the locking device to be easily used with a small-
er force compared to the prior art wherein the handle is
rotated to move the cam up and down along the curved
surface.
[0016] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the locking device is advantageous in that the ver-
tical moving block protruding from the lower surface of
the locking hook is in line contact with the vertical-move-
ment support block protruding from the shell, so that the
working process of forming the vertical-movement sup-
port block is simplified, and work efficiency is improved,
as a result of which productivity is increased and manu-
facturing cost is reduced, so that the locking device of
this invention is economical.

Description of Drawings

[0017]

FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective view of the present

invention;
FIG. 2 is a front view showing a configuration of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a sectional view of the present invention;
FIGS. 4 to 15 are views showing the use of the
present invention; and
FIGS. 16 and 17 are sectional views showing a re-
storing part according to another embodiment of the
present invention.

<Description of the Reference Numerals in the Draw-
ings>

[0018]

100: locking device 110, 110’: a pair of shells
120: locking housing 130: vertical-movement sup-
port block
140: housing 150: tilting guide
160: locking hook 170: handle
180: vertical moving block
190: restoring part

Mode for Invention

[0019] Hereinbelow, the present invention will be de-
scribed in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings. FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective view of the
present invention, and FIG. 2 is a front view showing a
configuration of the present invention.
[0020] A locking device 100 of the present invention
includes a pair of shells 110 and 110’, a housing 140, a
tilting guide 150, a locking hook 160, a handle 170, a
vertical moving block 180, and a restoring part 190. The
pair of shells 110 and 110’ have flanges 111 that are in
surface contact with a casing and a cover. Any one of
the shells 110 and 110’ is provided with a locking housing
120 through which a catch hole 121 is formed, while a
remaining one is provided with a vertical-movement sup-
port block 130 to guide a vertical movement of the locking
hook 160 by a rotation of the handle 170. The housing
140 is secured to the shell 110’ having the vertical-move-
ment support block 130 to guide the operation of a tilting
guide 150. The tilting guide 150 is resiliently provided in
the housing 140 via a wire spring 160’ to guide the move-
ment of the locking hook 160. The locking hook 160 is
caught by the catch hole 121 of the locking housing 120
to set a locking state or is removed from the catch hole
121 to release the set locking state, while the locking
hook 160 is moved along the tilting guide 150 by a forward
or backward rotation of the handle 170. The handle 170
is rotatably provided on the tilting guide 150 to move the
locking hook 160 forwards or rearwards. The vertical
moving block 180 protrudes from a lower surface of the
locking hook 160, and is guided along the vertical-move-
ment support block 130 to be in line contact therewith,
thus moving up the locking hook 160 that is moved for-
wards when the handle 170 rotates forwards. The restor-
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ing part 190 is connected to the tilting guide 150 and the
housing 140 to move down the locking hook 160 and the
tilting guide 150 that are moved up while the vertical mov-
ing block 180 is in line contact with the vertical-movement
support block 130, thus restoring the locking hook 160
and the tilting guide 150 to original positions thereof. The
above components will be described below in more de-
tail.
[0021] A corner of the vertical-movement support block
130 is formed to protrude at right angles so that the ver-
tical moving block 180 is in line contact with the vertical-
movement support block 130 in a longitudinal direction
to be moved up and down.
[0022] The tilting guide 150 includes a body 151
through which a rotary hole 152 is formed such that the
handle 170 is rotatably mounted thereto, movement
guide grooves 153 formed by bending both sides of the
body 151 to guide a movement of the locking hook 160,
and a coupling hole 154 formed by curving a rear end of
the body 151 to allow the wire spring 160’ to be coupled
thereto.
[0023] The locking device further includes an elongat-
ed guide hole 161 formed through the locking hook 160
in a straight line to guide a rotary motion of an eccentric
pin 171 for connecting the handle 170 to the locking hook
160.
[0024] A frictional surface 181 of the vertical moving
block 180 is curved or inclined to make a side end of the
vertical moving block 180 be in line contact with the ver-
tical-movement support block 130.
[0025] Further, the restoring part 190 includes a fixed-
side mounting piece 191 formed on a rear end of the
housing 140, an operating-side mounting piece 192
formed on the tilting guide 150 to correspond to the fixed-
side mounting piece 191, and a restoring member 193
secured to the fixed-side mounting piece 191 and the
operating-side mounting piece 192.
[0026] The fixed-side/operating-side mounting pieces
191 and 192 and the restoring member 193 are preferably
formed in pairs on both sides of the housing 140 and the
tilting guide 150 in such a way as to be opposite to each
other.
[0027] Further, the restoring part 190 includes an ex-
tension piece 194 extending a rear end of the tilting guide
150 into the housing 140, and a support member 195
mounted between the extension piece 194 and the shell
110’ to resiliently support the extension piece 194.
[0028] Preferably, the support member 195 is a coil
spring.
[0029] Further, preferably, the restoring part 190 is a
plate spring 196, a rib 197 of the plate spring being ro-
tatably coupled to the wire spring 160’, a front end of the
plate spring being in close contact with the lower surface
of the tilting guide 150 and a rear end of the plate spring
being in close contact with an inner corner of the housing
140.
[0030] Next, the assembly and operation of the present
invention configured as such will be described.

[0031] First, as shown in FIG. 3, the rotary hole 152 is
formed through the body 151 of the tilting guide 150, and
both side ends of the tilting guide 150 are bent to form
the movement guide grooves 153. Thereafter, the rear
end of the body 151 is bent to be curved, thus defining
the coupling hole 154.
[0032] After the tilting guide 150 has been formed
through the above process, the tilting guide 150 is placed
in the housing 140 so that the coupling hole 154 of the
tilting guide 150 is aligned with through holes 141 of the
housing 140. In this state, the wire spring 160’ is inserted
into the through holes 141 of the housing 140 and the
coupling hole 154 of the tilting guide 150 in such a way
as to protrude out from the through holes 141. Ends of
the wire spring 160’ protruding out from the through holes
141 are bent to be curved, and then are coupled to locking
holes 142.
[0033] Here, the ends of the wire spring 160’ coupled
to the locking holes 142 support the movement guide
grooves 153 of the tilting guide 150, and the housing 140
and the tilting guide 150 are connected to each other via
the restoring part 190. The fixed-side mounting piece 191
of the housing 140 and the operating-side mounting piece
192 of the tilting guide 150 are connected to each other
by the restoring member 193 of the restoring part 190.
Preferably, the fixed-side/operating-side mounting piec-
es 191 and 192 and the restoring member 193 are formed
in pairs on both sides of the housing 140 and the tilting
guide 150 in such a way as to be opposite to each other,
thus ensuring a movement without eccentricity.
[0034] Further, after the locking hook 160 is coupled
to the movement guide grooves 153 of the tilting guide
150, the elongated guide hole 161 of the locking hook
160 and the rotary hole 152 of the tilting guide 150 are
located to be aligned with each other. In the state where
an end of the handle 170 is coupled to the rotary hole
152, the eccentric pin 171 is coupled to the elongated
guide hole 161, so that the locking hook 160 is fastened
to the handle 170.
[0035] If the tilting guide 150, the locking hook 160 and
the handle 170 are mounted to the housing 140 through
the above process, the housing 140 is in close contact
with the shell 110’ having the vertical-movement support
block 130 and then is secured thereto by welding or riv-
eting. After the locking housing 120 having the catch hole
121 is secured to the shell 110 by welding or riveting, the
flanges 111 of the pair of shells 110 and 110’ are in sur-
face contact with the cover and the casing and are fas-
tened thereto through a common method using additional
fastening members. In this way, the installation of the
present invention has been completed.
[0036] The use of the present invention installed by the
above process will be described below. As shown in
FIGS. 4 to 7, the handle 170 is rotated forwards.
[0037] In this case, until the eccentric pin 171 of the
handle 170 rotates forwards about the rotary hole 152 of
the tilting guide 150, and simultaneously moves from a
first side to a second side of the elongated guide hole
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161 depending on the rotation radius of the eccentric pin
171, the locking hook 160 to which the eccentric pin 171
is coupled moves rearwards by a predetermined length,
and then moves forwards again by a predetermined
length to be restored to its original state.
[0038] Further, as shown in FIGS. 8 to 10, by the ro-
tation radius of the eccentric pin 171 that rotates for-
wards, the eccentric pin is moved upwards, i.e. in a di-
rection opposite to the casing to be moved from the sec-
ond side to the first side of the elongated guide hole 161.
Simultaneously, the locking hook 160 through which the
elongated guide hole 161 is formed is moved forwards
by a length moved in the direction opposite to the casing.
While the locking hook 160 is moved, along the move-
ment guide grooves 153 of the tilting guide 150, forwards
to a predetermined length by the rotation radius of the
eccentric pin 171 that is moved upwards, the vertical
moving block 180 protruding from the lower surface of
the locking hook 160 is in line contact with the corner of
the vertical-movement support block 130 provided on the
shell 110’, in the longitudinal direction and is moved up
along the vertical-movement support block 130.
[0039] Here, the frictional surface 181 is preferably in-
clined or curved such that the vertical moving block 180
is in line contact with the corner of the vertical-movement
support block 130. The corner of the vertical-movement
support block 130 preferably protrudes at right angles
such that the vertical moving block 180 is in line contact
therewith in the longitudinal direction to be moved up and
down.
[0040] In this respect, while the vertical moving block
180 moves up and down along the corner of the vertical-
movement support block 130, the locking hook 160 from
which the vertical moving block 180 protrudes and the
tilting guide 150 to which the locking hook 160 is coupled
rotate upwards at predetermined angles about the cou-
pling hole 154 to which the wire spring 160’ is coupled,
by a height at which the vertical moving block 180 moves
up along the vertical-movement support block 130, so
that the locking hook 160 and the locking housing 120
are not aligned with each other and simultaneously the
restoring part 190 is operated. The restoring part 190
generates a restoring force as the restoring member 193
connected to the operating-side mounting piece 192 of
the tilting guide 150 and the fixed-side mounting piece
191 of the housing 140 is extended.
[0041] As shown in FIG. 16, the restoring part 190 may
generate a restoring force as the support member 195
is compressed while the extension piece 194 extending
from the tilting guide 150 presses the support member
195 located between the extension piece 194 and the
shell 110’.
[0042] Further, as shown in FIG. 17, the restoring part
190 is configured so that the rib 197 of the plate spring
196 is rotatably coupled to the wire spring 160, the front
end of the plate spring 196 is in close contact with the
lower surface of the tilting guide 150, and the rear end
thereof is in close contact with the inner corner of the

housing 140. Thus, as the tilting guide 150 rotates, the
plate spring 196 is compressed, so that it is possible to
generate a restoring force.
[0043] In the state where the locking hook 160 is not
aligned with the locking housing 120 through the above-
mentioned process, the cover having the shell 110 to
which the locking housing 120 is coupled is rotated up-
wards to open an interior of the casing. Thereafter, ex-
pensive goods such as sound equipment are put into the
casing, and, as shown in FIG. 11, the cover is rotated
downwards, thus closing the interior of the casing.
[0044] If the interior of the casing is closed by the down-
ward rotation of the cover, as shown in FIGS. 12 and 13,
the shell 110 mounted to the cover and the shell 110’
mounted to the casing are disposed such that ends there-
of are in surface contact with each other, and then the
handle 170 is rotated backwards.
[0045] In this respect, until the eccentric pin 171 of the
handle 170 rotates backwards about the rotary hole 152
of the tilting guide 150, and simultaneously moves from
the first side to the second side of the elongated guide
hole 161 depending on the rotation radius of the eccentric
pin 171, the locking hook 160 to which the eccentric pin
171 is coupled moves forwards to a predetermined
length, and then moves rearwards again to be restored
to its original state.
[0046] Further, as shown in FIGS. 14 and 15, by the
rotation radius of the eccentric pin 171 that rotates back-
wards, the eccentric pin is moved downwards, i.e. in a
direction towards the interior of the casing to be moved
from the second side to the first side of the elongated
guide hole 161. Simultaneously, the locking hook 160
through which the elongated guide hole 161 is formed is
moved rearwards by a length moved in the direction to-
wards the interior of the casing. While the locking hook
160 is moved, along the movement guide grooves 153
of the tilting guide 150, rearwards to a predetermined
length by the rotation radius of the eccentric pin 171 that
is moved downwards, the vertical moving block 180 pro-
truding from the lower surface of the locking hook 160 is
moved down along the corner of the vertical-movement
support block 130 provided on the shell 110’.
[0047] In this respect, the vertical moving block 180 is
moved down along the corner of the vertical-movement
support block 130. By the restoring force of the restoring
member 193 of the restoring part 190, the fixed-side
mounting piece 191 of the housing 140 to which the re-
storing member 193 is coupled and the operating-side
mounting piece 192 of the tilting guide 150 are pulled.
Since the fixed-side mounting piece 191 is secured to
the housing 140, the locking hook 160 from which the
vertical moving block 180 protrudes and the tilting guide
150 to which the locking hook 160 is coupled may perform
a downward movement by pulling the operating-side
mounting piece 192. When the lower surface of the body
151 of the tilting guide 150 is seated on the wire spring
160’, the downward movement is stopped.
[0048] In this way, while the locking hook 160 and the
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tilting guide 150 move down, the bent end of the locking
hook 160 is coupled to the catch hole 121 of the locking
housing 120. Afterwards, as the handle 170 rotates back-
wards, the eccentric pin 171 moves from the second side
to the first side of the elongated guide hole 161, and si-
multaneously the locking hook 160 and the tilting guide
170 move rearwards, so that the bent end of the locking
hook 160 is caught by the catch hole 121. Therefore,
since the cover keeps the casing closed using the locking
device 100, expensive goods held in the casing can be
safely stored and conveyed.
[0049] While the present invention has been described
with reference to the embodiments and accompanying
drawings, it should be interpreted that terms or words
used in the description and claims should not be inter-
preted as being limited merely to common and dictionary
meanings but should be interpreted as having meanings
and concepts which are defined within the technical
scope of the present invention. Although the preferred
embodiments of the present invention have been dis-
closed for illustrative purposes, those skilled in the art
will appreciate that various modifications, additions and
substitutions are possible, without departing from the
scope and spirit of the invention as disclosed in the ac-
companying claims.

Claims

1. A locking device, comprising:

a pair of shells having flanges that are in surface
contact with a casing and a cover, any one of
the shells being provided with a locking housing
through which a catch hole is formed, a remain-
ing one of the shells being provided with a ver-
tical-movement support block to guide a vertical
movement of a locking hook by rotation of a han-
dle;
a housing secured to the shell having the verti-
cal-movement support block to guide an opera-
tion of a tilting guide;
the tilting guide resiliently provided in the hous-
ing via a wire spring to guide a movement of the
locking hook;
the locking hook caught by the catch hole of the
locking housing to set a locking state or removed
from the catch hole to release the set locking
state, while the locking hook is moved along the
tilting guide by a forward or backward rotation
of the handle;
the handle rotatably provided on the tilting guide
to move the locking hook forwards or rearwards;
a vertical moving block protruding from a lower
surface of the locking hook, the vertical moving
block being guided along the vertical-movement
support block to be in line contact therewith, thus
moving up the locking hook that is moved for-

wards when the handle rotates forwards; and
a restoring part connected to the tilting guide
and the housing to move down the locking hook
and the tilting guide that are moved up while the
vertical moving block is in line contact with the
vertical-movement support block, thus restoring
the locking hook and the tilting guide to original
positions thereof.

2. The locking device of claim 1, wherein a corner of
the vertical-movement support block is formed to
protrude at right angles so that the vertical moving
block is in line contact with the vertical-movement
support block in a longitudinal direction to be moved
up and down.

3. The locking device of claim 1, wherein the tilting
guide comprises:

a body through which a rotary hole is formed
such that the handle is rotatably mounted there-
to;
movement guide grooves formed by bending
both sides of the body to guide a movement of
the locking hook; and
a coupling hole formed by curving a rear end of
the body to allow the wire spring to be coupled
thereto.

4. The locking device of claim 1, further comprising:

an elongated guide hole formed through the
locking hook in a straight line to guide a rotary
motion of an eccentric pin for connecting the
handle to the locking hook.

5. The locking device of claim 1, wherein a frictional
surface of the vertical moving block is curved or in-
clined to make a side end of the vertical moving block
be in line contact with the vertical-movement support
block.

6. The locking device of claim 1, wherein the restoring
part comprises:

a fixed-side mounting piece formed on a rear
end of the housing;
an operating-side mounting piece formed on the
tilting guide to correspond to the fixed-side
mounting piece; and
a restoring member secured to the fixed-side
mounting piece and the operating-side mount-
ing piece.

7. The locking device of claim 6, wherein the fixed-side
mounting piece/the operating-side mounting piece
and the restoring member are formed in pairs on
both sides of the housing and the tilting guide in such
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a way as to be opposite to each other.

8. The locking device of claim 1, wherein the restoring
part comprises:

an extension piece extending a rear end of the
tilting guide into the housing; and
a support member mounted between the exten-
sion piece and the shell to resiliently support the
extension piece.

9. The locking device of claim 8, wherein the support
member comprises a coil spring.

10. The locking device of claim 1, wherein the restoring
part comprises a plate spring, a rib of the plate spring
being rotatably coupled to the wire spring, a front
end of the plate spring being in close contact with
the lower surface of the tilting guide and a rear end
of the plate spring being in close contact with an inner
corner of the housing.
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